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Instructions for Authors

1. This journal welcomes all Chinese or English language articles related to Chinese medicine 
or acupuncture. These should be original contributions, and not contain material previously 
published or material which will be published elsewhere.

2. This journal accepts original papers, case reports, review articles, special articles, brief 
communications, Chinese medicine intelligence, and correspondences.  The right to revise, 
accept, and reject submissions is reserved by this journal.

3. Upon publication, copyright for the accepted manuscript is automatically transferred to the 
Journal of Chinese Medical Acupuncture Science and may not be reprinted elsewhere unless 
permission has been obtained from this journal.

4. Submission of exclusive original material or extensive in-depth literature analysis should follow 
trends in academic development and custom formatting. Research articles should be organized 
in order of introduction, materials and methods, results, discussion, and references. Case study 
reports should be organized in order of introduction, case study, discussion, and references. 
Please attach a 600 word Chinese or 400 word English abstract. Please submit both the original 
and a photocopy.

5. Manuscripts should be separated into the following sections:
Title page: Should include title, running title of 16 words or less, author’s name and 
organization. Contact information should include name, address, telephone, fax 
number, and email address. Please use Arabic numerals in superscript to the right 
of names of additional authors to indicate different hospitals or organizations. For 
example:
Wan-yu Li1 Min-nan Chen2

1 Chinese Medical Department, Taichung Veterans’ Hospital
2 Chinese Medical Research Center, Ministry of Health, Executive Yuan
Abstract: Should include title, abstract, and 3-5 keywords. As submissions begin with 
this page, please to do not include author’s name or organizational information so as to 
protect objectivity of the reviewers.
Article: Should include introduction, materials and methods, results, discussion, 
acknowledgements, and references.
Clarification of charts and illustrations: A separate type written page can be placed at 
the end of the article to explain charts and illustrations.
Translated abstract: Chinese articles should include an English abstract and vice versa. 
The first copy should include the title, author’s name, organization, abstract, and 
keywords. Two additional copies should only title, abstract, and keywords (in order to 
maintain objectivity of reviewers do not include author’s name or organization).



6. All pages must be typewritten from left to right on A4 size paper. All sections including charts, 
figures, references and so on should be double spaced. Top, bottom, left and right margins 
should be 2.5cm.

7. For English articles align text left. It is not necessary to align the text with the right column. Use 
Arabic numerals except for full sentences.

8. Units of measurement should be expressed using the metric system, i.e. cm, ml, Kg, Kcal, 
37oC, msec, mm2, and so on. Chemical substance amounts should be expressed in mol 
and concentrations in mol/l or M. Also mg/100ml or 100mg/dl can be used. For radiation 
measurements us Bq for becquere units and Ci for curie units. For vibration rates use Hz for 
hertz units.

9. References should be cited with square brackets in the text and listed by the order of 
appearance in the text. Consult Index Medicus. For journal articles include the title, author’s 
name, journal name, publication date, and volume number. For books please include title, 
author’s name, chapter title, chapter author, revision date, place of publication, copyright, and 
publication date. If the authors are less than six, please include all the names. For more than 
six authors, include the first three names followed by et al. If the original source is in a foreign 
language, please use the translated title or use romanization followed by original language. For 
example: In Japanese.

Examples:

1. Australian Bureau of Statistics. (1991). Estimated resident population by age and sex in 
statistical local areas, New South Wales, June 1990 (No. 3209.1). Canberra, Australian Capital 
Territory: Author.

2. Nobel, E. G., & Taylor, A.W. (1992). Biochemistry and physical activity. In C.Bouchard, B. D. 
McPherson, &A. W. Taylor (Eds.), Physical activity sciences(pp. 51-55). Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics .

3. Beare, H. (1988). Enterprise: The new metaphor for schooling in a post-industrial society. InT. 
Townsend (Ed.), The primary school in changing times: The Australian experience (pp.3-20). 
London: Routledge.

4. H oy, W . K ., &  M iskel, C. G . (1996). Educational administration: Theory, research, and practice 
(5th ed.). N ew  Y ork: M cG raw  H ill.

5. Australian Sports Medicine Federation. (1986). The sports trainer: Care and prevention of 
sporting injuries. Milton, Queensland: The Jacaranda Press.

10. Leave a single space after commas, periods, colons, and semi-colons. Leave a single space before 
left side brackets ( [ ), ( ( ), or quotation marks (‘ “). Leave a single space after right side brackets 
( ] ), ( ( ), or quotation marks ( ’ ”).

11. All charts should be on separate sheets of paper in order of appearance. Avoid using a frame 
around the chart. To clarify please use the symbols *,+, §, |, =, ** in the legend.

12. For illustrations provide three sets of glossy prints, separated into envelopes.  On the back of 
each give the figure number and the title and indicate the top of the figure with an arrow. Size 



should be 5x7 inch (127x173mm). For optical or electron microscopy please indicate staining 
methods, magnification, and ratio. Please save the images to cd-rom.

13. In order to minimize errors, please provide an IBM PC Microsoft Word file on diskette, cd-rom, 
or email attachment. Please do not include any other scripts with the material, such as (.com) or 
(.exe), and beware of viruses.

14. Manuscripts will be examined and published in successive order. For immediate review the cost 
must be covered by the individual.

15. The cost of image replacement, English editing, and color printing must all be covered by the 
author.

16. Authors, except for correspondences, can receive three copies of the journal upon acceptance. 
Additional copies can be printed at cost. Please indicate the desired quantity when submitting 
an article.

17. For more details please consult the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to 
Biomedical Journals, Ann Intern Med 1997; 126: 36-47 published by the International Steering 
Committee.

18. Submissions should include three copies (one original and two copies). Also include one copy on 
diskette or cd-rom.
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Purpose

This journal is committed to quickly publishing both domestic and international articles related to 
Chinese medical acupuncture research, development, clinical applications, technology, and theory. Our 
purpose is to elevate the standards of Chinese medical acupuncture. In addition to original articles, this 
journal welcomes review articles, technological developments, and case studies which meet the above 
stated purpose.

Copyright

Copyright for the accepted manuscript is automatically transferred to the Journal of Chinese Medical 
Acupuncture Science and may not be reprinted elsewhere unless permission has been obtained from 
this journal.

Publication

The Journal of Chinese Medical Science (JCMS) is a yearly publication. The first volume was printed in 
2013.

Subscription

1. Rate: 300NTD per volume
2. Annual subscription rate: 300NTD.



3. Payment: 19900042 Chinese Acupuncture And Moxibustion Society; Please indicate the name 
and address of the purchaser. 


